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The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge International AS & A Level 
Sociology 9699, and to show how different levels of candidates’ performance (high, middle and low) relate to the 
subject’s curriculum and assessment objectives. 

In this booklet, candidate responses have been chosen from the June 2021 series to exemplify a range of answers. 

For each question, the response is annotated with a clear explanation of where and why marks were awarded or 
omitted. This is followed by examiner comments on how the answer could have been improved. In this way, it is 
possible for you to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they could do to improve their 
answers. There is also a list of common mistakes candidates made in their answers for each question. 

This document provides illustrative examples of candidate work with examiner commentary. These help teachers 
to assess the standard required to achieve marks beyond the guidance of the mark scheme. Therefore, in some 
circumstances, such as where exact answers are required, there will not be much comment.

The questions and mark schemes used here are available to download from the School Support Hub. These files are: 

9699 June 2021 Question Paper 23

9699 June 2021 Mark Scheme 23

Past exam resources and other teaching and learning resources are available on the School Support Hub:

www.cambridgeinternational.org/support

Introduction

http://www.cambridgeinternational.org/support
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Common mistakes candidates made in this answer

• Identifying a way / point but then not describing it for the additional mark.
• Not providing two points as required.
• Providing lengthy unnecessary introductions.
• Not making each point clearly identifiable. Candidates should bullet / number each point.
• Identifying more points than are required.

How the candidate could have improved their answer

The candidate could have saved time by not providing an additional unnecessary point.

Lists the common mistakes candidates made 
in answering each question. This will help your 

learners to avoid these mistakes and give them the 
best chance of achieving the available marks.

Often candidates were not 
awarded marks because they misread or 

misinterpreted the questions. 

       The first way is identified.

       The candidate goes on to 
explain / develop their point.

       The second way is 
identified.

       The second way is 
adequately explained / 
developed.

This section explains how the candidate could 
have improved each answer. This helps you to 
interpret the standard of Cambridge exams and 

helps your learners to refine their exam technique.

How to use this booklet
This booklet goes through the paper one question at a time, showing you the high- and middle-level response for each 
question. The candidate answers are set in a table. In the left-hand column are the candidate answers, and in the 
right-hand column are the examiner comments.

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

Answers are by real candidates in exam 
conditions. These show you the types of answers for 

each level. Discuss and analyse the answers with your 
learners in the classroom to improve their skills.

Examiner comments are 
alongside the answers. These 
explain where and why marks 
were awarded. This helps you 

to interpret the standard of 
Cambridge exams so you can 

help your learners to refine their 
exam technique.

1

2

1

2

3
3

4

4
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Question 1

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1

2
3

       The first way is identified.

       The candidate goes on to 
explain / develop their point.

       The second way is identified.

       The second way is adequately 
explained / developed.

       An additional point is made 
that is not required and thus is not 
awarded as full marks are already 
awarded.

Total mark awarded =
4 out of 4

3

1

2

4 4

5
5

How the candidate could have improved their answer
The candidate could have saved time by not providing an additional unnecessary point.
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

       The ‘One child China policy’ is 
identified as one way, with relevant 
explanation, i.e. ‘give rewards to 
family...’.

       The second point is not 
awarded as it is a repetition of the 
first. 

Total mark awarded =
2 out of 4

1

2

1

2

Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       The benefit of the doubt is 
given to ‘some family types cannot 
exist because of the law’ as no 
explanation is given. The reference 
to religion is too vague.

Total mark awarded =
1 out of 4

1 1

How the candidate could have improved their answer
The response needed a second relevant way identified and then explained / developed to achieve the further 2 marks 
available.

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• The candidate needed to provide a relevant explanation of the identified way.
• The response needed a relevant second way identified and developed.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Identifying a way but then not describing it for the additional mark.
• Not providing two points as required.
• Providing lengthy unnecessary introductions.
• Not making each point clearly identifiable. Candidates should bullet or number each point.
• Identifying more points than the question required.
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Question 2(a)

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1 2        The candidate provides the 
first relevant way ‘women do the 
emotion work’.

       The candidate references 
relevant sociological material here.

       The candidate applies material 
in support of the way identified.

       The candidate provides a 
suitable explanation for this point.

       The candidate explains a 
second way.

       The candidate references 
relevant sociological material.

       The candidate applies material 
in support of the way identified.

       The candidate identifies a 
second way.

       The candidate’s response 
identifies two correct ways, and 
each way contains all elements 
required to gain full marks

Total mark awarded =
8 out of 8

1

2

4

3

4

3

8

9

6
5

7

8

9

6

5

7

How the candidate could have improved their answer
Some repetition could have been avoided with full marks still being attained. However, the candidate may not have 
saved much time by pausing their flow to try to be more concise.
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

       The candidate identifies the first 
point (transmits patriarchy).

       The candidate explains a 
second way.

       The candidate references 
relevant sociological material.

       The candidate identifies how 
the material supports the way.

       The candidate states a second 
way ‘taking care of family especially 
the husbands’.

       The candidate’s answer 
focuses on women’s oppression 
rather than on how men’s interests 
are supported.

Total mark awarded =
5 out of 8

3

1

2

1

2

3

5

6

5

6

4 4

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• The candidate needed to use a similar approach in the second point; the approach they had taken within the first 

as the first point achieved all 4 marks. 
• The second point needed explaining, then relevant sociological material applied to support the point.
• Within the second point, the error the candidate made was that their response focused on how women are 

oppressed. What the candidate needed to do was explicitly link this material to how the family supports men’s 
interests, as required by the question.
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Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       This first paragraph is irrelevant 
and too vague, with some focus on 
how women are affected rather than 
how men’s interests are supported, 
and subsequently has no awardable 
material.

       The candidate identifies the first 
relevant way.

       This focuses on the life/
limitations of the woman rather 
than on how the interests of men 
are supported and is therefore 
irrelevant.

       The candidate identifies 
the second way as a benefit of 
the doubt, with ‘supporting the 
economic supporting system 
(husband)’.

Total mark awarded =
2 out of 8

3

1

2

1

2

3

4

4
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
• The candidate identified two relevant ways. However, to improve, they needed to explain relevant sociological 

material used (e.g. concepts or case studies) and then give an explanation to show how this material supported the 
point made.

• The response needed to focus clearly on how men’s interests are supported, rather than on how women may be 
suppressed and be more closely linked to the question that was set.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Not focusing on the question set.
• Not using sociological material to support the point/s made.
• Giving more than two points.
• Using different theoretical perspectives than that required or cited in the question.
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Question 2(b)

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1

2

       The candidate identifies a 
limitation.

       The candidate explains why 
radical feminists have this as a 
limitation.

       The candidate explains why it is 
limitation.

       The candidate explains why 
radical feminists have this as a 
limitation.

       The candidate identifies a 
limitation.

       The candidate explains why it is 
a limitation.

       The candidate’s response 
clearly identifies each limitation 
through the use of words such as ‘It 
ignores.... / It fails...’.

Total mark awarded =
6 out of 6

1

2

4

3

4

3

6

5

7

6

5

7

How the candidate could have improved their answer
Some repetition could have been avoided with full marks still being attained. However, the candidate may not have 
saved much time by pausing their flow to try to be more concise.
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

       The candidate is awarded 
benefit of doubt mark for this 
limitation. The candidate doesn’t 
explicitly state ‘A limitation of...’ 
however, they imply that radical 
feminists have the belief that the 
family supports men’s interests.

       The candidate gives an 
explanation of why it is a limitation.

       The candidate provides an 
explanation of why it is a limitation.

       The candidate identifies a 
second limitation, but needs to 
explain why it is a limitation.

Total mark awarded =
4 out of 6

1

2

4

3

1

2

4

3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• The candidate could have made their first limitation more explicit to remove any doubt over the point made.
• For each limitation, the response needed to explain why radical feminism has this as a limitation, i.e. what is it 

about the approach that leads to having this limitation?
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Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       The response is not focused 
well to begin with, and it is unclear 
what the limitation is. It is rather 
more of a viewpoint.

       The candidate identifies a 
relevant limitation.

       The candidate gives an 
explanation as to why it is a 
limitation.

Total mark awarded = 
2 out of 6

1

2

3

1

2

3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• The candidate needed to focus their response on identifying clear limitations. This got a little lost within the first 

point they were making.
• Where the limitation was clearly identified and it explained why it was a limitation, the candidate needed to explain 

what it is about radical feminism that leads it to have this limitation. For example: ‘It has this limitation because it 
focuses on the oppression and negative experiences women face in the family due to patriarchy’.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Candidates not clearly identifying a limitation or strength, rather giving a lengthy preamble and examples.
• Writing about the theoretical position rather than identifying a relevant limitation or strength.
• Not addressing why the theoretical stance has the limitation or strength.
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Question 3(a)

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1

2

       The candidate makes the point 
using relevant sociological material 
to support and develop the point (for 
example, Murray and Rector).

       The candidate expands and 
engages the point for it to be 
developed.

       The candidate makes the 
second required point here.

       The candidate expands and 
supports the point with relevant 
sociological material (Marxist 
concepts) to be developed.

       The point is disagreeing and 
is supported through reference 
to Brannen. This is enough to be 
awarded marks at the top of Level 
2.

Total mark awarded =
10 out of 10

1

2

4

3

4

3

5

5

How the candidate could have improved their answer
Perhaps the answer could have been given with less elaboration, saving time for later questions.
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

       This paragraph is irrelevant as 
it does not discuss the specifics of 
the question.

       The candidate references 
sociological material.

       The candidate makes a 
relevant point and it is supported 
with sociological material.

Total mark awarded =
5 out of 10

1

2

3

1

2

3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
The candidate needed to focus on the specifics of the question. To improve, the response needed to replicate the 
approach taken in the second paragraph and make a relevant focused point addressing the question and develop it 
through the application of sociological material.
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Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       The candidate identifies a 
relevant point.

       The candidate identifies 
another point.

       This paragraph is irrelevant as 
it is not related to structure, which is 
what is required here.

       This is a benefit of doubt point 
as it implies extended family.

       This response has three simple 
undeveloped points (one of which is 
benefit of doubt). 

Total mark awarded =
3 out of 10

1

2

4

3

5

1

2

4

3

5

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• Where the candidate made some appropriate attempt to directly address the question set, this was basic and 

needed to develop these points made. This required the use of relevant sociological material, moving beyond 
simplistic unsupported statements.

• Additionally, the candidate needed to stay focused on the specifics of the question set and avoid drifting off.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Only providing one point.
• Not developing the points made using relevant sociological material.
• Providing an evaluation, which was not a requirement of the question.
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Question 3(b)

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1

2

       The candidate identifies a 
relevant point against the argument 
that is made.

       The candidate uses relevant 
sociological material to support 
the point made, e.g. fit thesis and 
reference to Parsons.

       Here, it can be seen that the 
candidate develops the material 
provided and engages with the 
question being asked.

       The point is well supported and 
engaged with material enough to be 
considered a developed argument. 

Total mark awarded =
6 out of 6

1

2

4

3

4

3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
Repetition could have been avoided to save time.
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

       This paragraph is irrelevant as 
it does not discuss the specifics of 
the question.

       The candidate references 
sociological material.

       The candidate makes a 
relevant point and is supported with 
sociological material.

Total mark awarded =
4 out of 6

1

2

3

1

2

3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
The candidate needed to do more with the point made, e.g. develop it by explaining in detail why life expectancy 
leads to the beanpole family, or how and why life expectancy can potentially lead to other family structures, such as 
singletons.

Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       The candidate makes a 
relevant point, with one point 
disagreeing with the view.

Total mark awarded =
2 out of 6

1
1

How the candidate could have improved their answer
The response needed to apply relevant sociological material to engage the point made, developing it beyond a simple 
point of disagreement.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Not using sociological material to support (relying on common-sense / general knowledge).
• Making statements and not developing them sufficiently. The question awards a total of 6 marks for one point, thus 

indicating the level of quality / depth required.
• Providing unnecessary introductions and conclusions, where the question did not require this.
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Question 5

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1

2

       The introduction is just setting 
up the response and points here are 
addressed in the body of response.

       The candidate references 
sociological material.

       The candidate makes a 
relevant point, supported with 
relevant sociological material 
(Engels, ruling class ideology, false 
class consciousness).

       Throughout this essay, the 
candidate makes very good 
reference to relevant sociological 
material.

       The candidate sufficiently 
develops this point.

       Good examples of relevant 
sociological material are used.

       The candidate explicitly 
evaluates the point above (AO3).

1

2

4

3

4

3

6
5

7

6

5

7
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments

       The candidate uses further 
good examples of relevant 
sociological material.

       The candidate develops the 
evaluation, applying sociological 
material to engage the point made.

       Good examples of relevant 
sociological material are used.

       The candidate makes a second 
relevant point in support of the 
question.

       The candidate continues to 
use relevant sociological material 
throughout the essay to support 
their points.

       The candidate develops the 
point.

9

8

9

8

12

11

10

12

11

10

13
13
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments

       Good examples of relevant 
sociological material are used.

       The candidate provides an 
evaluation of the points made. 

       The candidate makes a third 
relevant point in support of the 
question.

       This point needs further 
development.

       The candidate makes a further 
AO1 point supporting the question.

14 14

15
15

16
16

17
17

18 18
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments

       This point is underdeveloped, 
and further explanation is required.

       The candidate provides a clear 
and explicit evaluation (AO3).

       The candidate provides 
references to sociological material 
which supports the evaluation.

       The candidate develops the 
evaluative point.

       The candidate is repeating 
points made previously in the essay.

       There is further repetition here, 
earning the candidate no extra 
marks. 

AO1: 7 out of 8
AO2: 7 out of 8
AO3: 10 out of 10

Total marks awarded =
24 out of 26

24

20

20
21

21

2222

2323

24

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• One of the two underdeveloped points (AO1) needed to be developed more as they were rather brief.
• The repetitious summary at the end could have been replaced with a conclusion that gave some judgement in 

weighing up the opposing arguments.

19 19
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

       The candidate makes a 
relevant point with some supporting 
sociological material.

       The candidate references 
supporting sociological material.

       The candidate references 
sociological material to support their 
points.

       This point is underdeveloped. 
There is a lack of focus, as whilst 
consumerism is the role of the 
family and has some explanation, 
this isn’t developed as much as it 
could be.

       The candidate makes a further 
relevant but underdeveloped point 
about the role of the family.

3

1 2

1

2

3

5 5

4

4
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Example Candidate Response – middle, continued Examiner comments

       The candidate needs to further 
develop this evaluation.

       The candidate makes a further 
AO1 point but it is underdeveloped.

       The candidate attempts to show 
a juxtaposition in their argument, 
but this could be developed further 
in order to be awarded more marks.

       This paragraph has the 
counterpoint that Marxist views 
are outdated then states, ‘does not 
take account of female’s working 
opportunities and the variety of 
family structure’. These points are 
not explicitly focused on the role 
of the family (more general points 
of family) and are undeveloped. 
It then provides some challenge 
to the view that the children are 
subservient to parents. However, 
this is not explicitly linked to the 
point made previously that children 
are socialised into conformity 
to authority. Therefore, the 
juxtaposition is underdeveloped.

9

7

8

9

7

8

6
6
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Example Candidate Response – middle, continued Examiner comments

       The juxtaposition is 
underdeveloped, and would benefit 
from a more indepth explanation 
here.

       The candidate repeats points 
that have already been made.

       This response contains a 
narrow range of underdeveloped 
points, with some development of 
relevant material and some analysis 
with juxtaposition of different 
arguments.

AO1: 5 out of 7
AO2: 4 out of 7
AO3: 6 out of 10

Total marks awarded =
15 out of 26

11

12

11

12

10 10

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• The candidate needed to provide more supporting material (AO1), whilst the ones provided needed to be 

developed beyond explanation, engaging more with the point made.
• Whilst some counterarguments were made (AO3), these were largely juxtaposition rather than explicit evaluation. 

They were somewhat brief and not always clearly focused on the role of the family.
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Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       The candidate makes a 
relevant point with some relevant 
sociological material used to 
support it, e.g. Engels, bourgeoisie, 
proletariat.

       Here, the point moves beyond 
a simple statement, however, there 
is some repetition and some lack 
of focus towards the end, so it is 
underdeveloped.

       This paragraph contains 
irrelevant material.

       The candidate makes a 
second relevant point with the 
use of Zaretsky as the supporting 
sociological material.

1

2

1

2

33

4 4
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Example Candidate Response – low, continued Examiner comments

       Here, the candidate’s response 
moves beyond the simple point 
made, but it is not developed 
enough.

       The candidate makes a third 
relevant point, but it is too simplistic 
and does not contain enough depth 
or explanation. Further development 
is required.

       The candidate makes a fourth 
relevant point. While it contains 
reference to some relevant 
sociological material, it does not 
move beyond being a statement 
as it lacks explanation (and has 
repetition) so is undeveloped.

       The candidate’s response 
contains a narrow range of 
underdeveloped points (AO1), with 
some relevant material (lacking 
development) (AO2) which is 
required in this type of question. 
However, it has no assessment /
evaluation (AO3). There is some 
irrelevance and repetition.

AO1: 5 out of 8
AO2: 4 out of 8
AO3: 0 out of 10

Total mark awarded =
9 out of 26

6
6

7

8

7

8

5

5

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• The most noticeable way for the candidate to improve this response is by providing an assessment / evaluation; 

examining counterarguments (AO3) which is a requirement of essays on this unit.
• Where the candidate provided supporting material (AO1), this needed to be developed to move beyond simple 

information, engaging more with the point made. The sociological material referenced needed to be relevant and 
clearly focused on the question set (AO2).

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Providing a one-sided argument only.
• Not using relevant sociological material to support points made.
• Not reflecting the question set.
• Juxtaposing points to counter claims made in question rather than explicit evaluation.
• Not providing a sufficient number of points or writing responses that are too short.
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